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Subject: RE: REJECT Quail Brush & Pio Pico Power Plants in San Diego ~ Comments & Photos
Date: Tue, 9 Apr 2013 16:30:02 +0000

Dear CEC (& CPUC) Commissioners,

My name is Rudy Reyes, I just ran for 2nd Dist county supervisor in San Diego. As you may know San Diego County has just posted its "cleanest air quality in 58 years" [http://www.sdapcd.org/Attain_App.pdf]. The County is projecting a future of "Clean/Renewable Energy" through a 2018 plan. The Natural Gas method proposed is NOT "clean nor renewable" and does not fit the 2018 energy plan. Considering new Energy technology is becoming more efficient and practical, our future is not going to "Degrade" back to "fossil fuel" energy which the proposed projects are. As Intervenor; I ask you to not allow San Diego to be held "Hostage" to "Fossil fuels energy" by Suspending the projects and Reject the proposed polluting Quail Brush & Pio Pico fossil fuel-burning power plants here in San Diego. Reject these projects as all of San Diego (boards, politicians, and citizens) have stood up against these type of Polluting projects. Please abide by the will of the people.

With this in mind, you must Reject the pending proposed polluting
- CEC Docket #11-AFC-03 Quail Brush Power Generation Siting Case
- CEC Docket #11-AFC-01 Pio Pico Power Generation Siting Case